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A B S T R A C T   

A modified open-stub-loaded three sections stepped impedance resonator (OSL-TSIR) is analysed 
in this paper. Based on the even- and odd-mode analysis technique, it can be easily achieved that 
the proposed OSL-TSIR have the advantage of improving spurious resonant mode frequencies. 
Besides, more degrees of freedom are provided to control the location of harmonics. A third order 
Chebyshev dual-wideband bandpass filter composed of cascade parallel sandwich coupled three- 
lines sections of types SC/CS and OSL-TSIR which act as multi-mode resonator was developed and 
the design procedure is described. To demonstrate the efficiency of the design process, DB-BPF 
operating at 5.15/12.58 GHz (2.45 f0) and FBW of 19/5.7% for 5G Wi-Fi/Ku-band Applica-
tions is designed and simulated. Three transmission zeros are created, resulting in the excellent 
band-in-band isolation and high selectivity. The filter has a miniaturized size of 27 mm × 18 mm.   

1. Introduction 

Bandpass filter with multi-band or wide stopband response have attracted an important attention in modern wireless telecom-
munication system as a crucial building block that influence the demeanor of the entire system. For multi-band wireless communi-
cation system, dual-band bandpass filters are highly desirable during the last few decades and their resonators are the important key 
that can control characteristics performances of filter. Extensive structures of resonators such as stepped impedance resonator (SIR) 
[1–6], patch resonator [7,8], ring resonator [9,10], and stacked spiral resonator [12] have been constructed and developed in recent 
years to design dual bandpass filters. The main benefit of SIR is that the size of realised DB-BPF can be reduced. However, there are 
lacks of transmission zeros at upper and lower passbands which involve to a poor selectivity. Besides, narrow dual bandwidths are 
achieved. Using those simple configurations, it can be difficult to control centre frequencies and relative bandwidth. In order to avoid 
this problem, various structures of stub-loaded resonator are utilised to design filters [13–17]. 

Parallel coupled two-lines have been found to be very common for implementing bandpass filter with narrow bandwidth in many 
wireless telecommunication systems due to its major advantages include its cheap fabrication cost, simple design synthesis method and 
easier integration with other components. Nevertheless, the small gap of the coupling stage when a wide bandwidth filter is required 
(FBW>10%) presents the main limitation. To overcome this drawback, aperture backed parallel-coupled lines can be applied to 
enhance coupling gaps. However, this solution complicates the structure design analysis. The use of three parallel coupled lines section 
instead of the two ones can provide an effective solution to construct a wideband filter with improved coupling [18,19]. But, there are 
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still some deficiency for this type of structures, the most notably one of which is the poor selectivity, and also the poor harmonics 
suppression. 

In this work a new dual-wideband parallel three coupled lines bandpass filter is studied and developed using OSL-TSIR. In 
compared with the SLR described in Refs. [13,15–17], the proposed resonator structure provides more degrees of freedom to flexibly in 
adjusting the locations of the resonant modes frequencies. Moreover, harmonic suppression characteristics of the analysed resonator 
are better than those in Ref. [14]. For validation, a detailed theoretical design procedure is presented and verified. Three transmission 
zeros are achieved, which leads to a very good band-in-band and high skirt selectivity. 

1.1. Analysis of the proposed OSL-TSIR 

Fig. 1 (a) depicts the structure model of the OSL-TSIR resonator considered in this paper. It is composed of three loaded open- 
circuited stepped impedance stubs connected to the open-ended quarter wavelength stepped impedance resonator at the midpoint. 
Ym (m = A, B, C, D, E) and θm denote the characteristic admittance and electrical length of each transmission line section, respectively. 
The equivalent input admittance Yinput can be deduced, by applying the transmission line theory [20], as in the ensuing equation (1): 

Yinput =YB
Yinput1 + jYB tan θB

YB + jYinput1 tan θB
(1)  

Where, Yinput1 , Ys, YOTSIR, YOSIR are defined by the equations (1.a), (1.b), (1.c) and (1.d): 

Yinput1 = YA
YS + jYA tan θA

YA + jYS tan θA
(1.a)  

YS = YOSIR + YOTSIR (1.b)  

YOTSIR = 2YC
2YC tan θC + j2YD

2YD tan θD+2YE tan θE
2YD − 2YE tan θD tan θE

2YC − 2YD
2YD tan θD+2YE tan θE
2YD − 2YE tan θD tan θE

tan θC
(1.c)  

YOSIR = jYA
YB tan θB + YA tan θA

YA − YB tan θA tan θB
(1.d) 

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that YA = YC, θD = θE, RAB = YA/YB, RDA = YD/YA and REA = YE/YA.Thus, the final input 
admittance formula can be rewritten as in equation (2): 

Yinput = jYB
tan θD(αREA tan θD + βRAB

2) + RDA tan θB(σ tan θC + μ tan θA) + RABRDA(2 tan θB + 3RAB tan θA + 2RAB tan θC)

tan θD(δREA tan θD + ρRABRDA) + RDA tan θB(τ tan θC + ε tan θA) + RABRDA(1− 2 tan θA tan θC − tan θA
2)

(2)  

where α, β, σ, μ, δ, τ, ε and ρ are expressed by the equations (2.a), (2.b), (2.c), (2.d), (2.e), (2.f), (2.g) and (2.h): 

α= 2 tan θA tan θB(tan θB + 2RAB tan θC − tan θA tan θB tan θC +RAB tan θA) − 2RAB tan θB − 3RAB
2 tan θA − 2RAB

2 tan θC (2.a)  

β= 2RDA
2 + 2RDAREA − 2RDA tan θA tan θC(RDA +REA) (2.b)  

σ = 2 tan θD((RDA +REA)(tan θA tan θB +RAB tan θA
2 − RAB) (2.c) 

Fig. 1. a) Structure of the proposed OSL-TSIR. (b) Even -and (c) Odd-mode equivalent circuit.  
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μ= 2 tan θD((RDA +REA)(tan θA tan θB − 2RAB)) − 2(tan θB +RAB tan θA) (2.d)  

δ = tan θA tan θB(2 + 2RAB
2 − RAB tan θA tan θB − 2RAB tan θB tan θC − 2 tan θA tan θC) + RAB(tan θA

2 + tan θB
2 + 2RAB

tan θB tan θC + 2 tan θA tan θC)
(2.e)  

τ = tan θA tan θD((RDA + REA)(2 + 2RAB
2 − RAB tan θA tan θB)) + RAB((RDA + REA)tan θB tan θD + 2(RDA tan θA

2+

RAB tan θA tan θB))
(2.f)  

ε= 2(RDA +REA)(tan θA tan θD +RAB tan θB tan θD) − 2(1+RAB
2) + RABRDA(tan θA tan θB − 1) (2.g)  

ρ=(RDA +REA)(tan θA
2 tan θc − tan θc − 2 tan θA − 2RAB tan θB) − REA tan θD (2.h)  

1.2. Even- and odd-mode resonant property 

Due to the symmetrical topology of the suggested resonator about the plane of symmetry, the even- and odd-mode analysis 
technique can be employed to categorize it resonant characteristics frequencies. For the odd mode excitation, the three-section stepped 
impedance open-circuited stub can be considered as an electrical wall, the voltage is zero at the midpoint and the symmetrical plane 
turn into short circuited which leads to the equivalent stepped impedance resonator structure illustrated in Fig. 1 (c), where the imput 
admittance can be derived as in the equation (3) [21]: 

Yinodd = jYB
tan θA tan θB − RAB

tan θA + RAB tan θB
(3) 

Therefore, resonant mode frequencies can be acquired by considering Yinodd = 0: 

tan(moddθodd)tan((1 − modd)θodd)− RAB = 0 (4)  

Where modd is given in the equation (5), 

modd = θA / (θA + θB)= θA / θTodd (5) 

It can be distinguished from equation (4) that the odd-mode spurious resonant frequencies of the equivalent circuit can be 
controlled by tuning the values of the electrical length and the impedance ratios modd and RAB, respectively. Since it is difficult to found 
an analytical solution to the given equation, a root-searching program based on the Newton’s method is applied to calculate the 
resonant mode frequencies of the geometry. Fig. 2 plots curves of the total electrical length θTodd and the normalized odd-mode spurious 
frequencies fsp odd 1/f0, fsp odd 2/f0 with respect to f0 versus different loaded point modd for several values of RAB, where f0, fsp odd 1 and 
fsp odd 2 are the fundamental resonant frequency, first and second spurious harmonics modes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, by 
increasing RAB, θTodd increases. In another way, the normalized spurious harmonic mode shifts lower when RAB increases, and higher 
when this last decreases. 

For the even-mode excitation, the equivalent open-circuited model illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) is obtained by setting the symmetrical 
plane as a magnetic wall (there is no current flow via the symmetrical plane). Hence, the resulting characteristic input admittanc can be 
given as in equation (6) : 

Yineven =YB
Yineven1 + jYB tan θB

YB + jYineven1 tan θB

= jYB
tan θD(REA tan θDα1 − RDAβ1) + RDAσ1

tan θD(REA tan θDμ1 − RDAδ1) − RDAτ1

(6)  

Fig. 2. Total electrical length and the normalized odd-mode spurious frequencies for several values of RAB  
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Where, the idmittance Yineven1 
and the coefficients α1, β1, σ1, μ1, δ1, τ1 are defined in the equations (6.a), (6.b), (6.c), (6.d), (6.e), (6.f) 

and (6.g), 

Yineven1
=YA

YOTSIR
2 + jYA tan θA

YA + j YOTSIR
2 tan θA

(6.a)  

α1 = tan θC(tan θA tan θB − 1) − tan θA tan θB (6.b)  

β1 = tan θC((tan θA + tan θB)(RDA +REA)) + (tan θA tan θB − 1)(RDA +REA) (6.c)  

σ1 =RDA(tan θB(1 − tan θA tan θC)+ tan θA + tan θC) (6.d)  

μ1 = tan θC(tan θA + tan θB)+ tan θA tan θB − 1 (6.e)  

δ1 = tan θC((tan θA tan θB + 1)(RDA +REA)) + (tan θA + tan θB)(RDA +REA) (6.f)  

τ1 =RDA(tan θB(tan θC − tan θA)+ tan θA tan θC − 1) (6.g) 

Likewise, the resonant even-modes condition could be determined by considering Yineven = 0: 

(RDA − REA tan θD
2)tan(θA + θB + θC)+ (RDAREA +RDA

2)tan θD = 0 (7)  

Where, YA = YB is assumed for simplicity ensurement. In view of the fact that there are four electrical lengths θA, θB, θC and θD, the 
resulting formula can be solved by defining an even length ratio meven = θD/(θA +θB +θC +2θD) = θD/θTeven , where θTeven is the total 
electrical length for the even-mode equivalent circuit. Accordingly, the equation (7) can be deduced as (8): 

(RDA − REA tan(θTeven meven)
2
)tan(θTeven (1 − meven))+ (RDAREA +RDA

2)tan(θTeven meven)= 0 (8) 

Solutions to (8) accorded to the even-mode resonance frequencies are dependent on the choice of three arbitrary parameters; RDA, 
REA, and modd. Fig. 3, Figs. 4 and 5 depict the calculated total length θTeven and the normalized even-mode spurious resonant frequencies 
fsp even 1/f0 , fsp even 2/f0, fsp even 3/f0 with respect to f0 under meven for different values of impedance ratios RDA and REA, respectively.As it 
can be observed, three cases are distinguished. For the first case, RDA is fixed at 2.5, while the value of REA is adjusted to be varied 

Fig. 3. (a) Total electrical length and (b) normalized spurious harmonics under length ratio for RDA = 2.5 and 0< REA < 2.5  
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Fig. 4. (a) Total electrical length and (b) normalized spurious harmonics under length ratio for RDA = 0.8 and 0< REA < 1  

Fig. 5. (a) Total electrical length and (b) normalized spurious harmonics under length ratio for RDA = 0.8 and 1< REA < 2.5  
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between 0 and 2.5. As plotted in Fig. 3 (a), θTeven decreases as REA increases. Proportionally, as showen in Fig. 3 (b), the normalized 
spurious harmonics become larger when increasing REA. By choosing RDA = 0.8 and REA that is ranging between 0 and 1, it can be 
shown from Fig. 4 (a,b) that the smaller REA is, the longer θTeven is, and the normalized spurious harmonic mode shift higher when REA 

increases, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b), by considering that RDA = 0.8 and 1< REA < 2.5, the total longitudinal 
electrical length and normalized frequencies ratios become shorter and higher, respectively, when REA increases. Overall, to achieve a 
great length reduction and a hight spurious harmonic, it is required to choose RAB as small as possible (RAB < 1) and REA as large as 
possible. Let’s notice that to obtain a realizable resonator, RAB and REA cannot be selected so smaller or so larger since it creates a very 
large discontinuity and radiation losses. 

Fig. 6. Geometric configuration and simulated response frequency for (a) case A (b) case B and (c) case C.  

Table 1 
Comparaison of calculated spurious resonant frequencies against simulated ones.  

Parameters specifications fsp even 1 fsp odd fsp even 2 fsp even 3 

Calculated Simulated Calculated Simulated Calculated Simulated Calculated Simulated 

A modd = 0.2; RAB = 0.8 
meven = 0.135 
RDC = 1.2; REC = 2.5 

2.279 2.255 3.114 3.113 3.419 3.408 4.561 4.66 

B modd = 0.2; RAB = 2 
meven = 0.232 
REC = 0.3 ; RDC = 0.8 

1.717 1.718 2.9035 2.9 2.575 2.57 3.86 3.588 

C modd = 0.3; RAB = 0.3 
meven = 0.1 
RDC = 5 ;REC = 4 

2.553 2.553 4.32 4.32 3.83 4.06 5.107 4.866  
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1.3. Validation of theory 

As a means to demonstrate the validity of the theoretical study derived in the previous sections, several structures of OSL-TSIR and 
the frequency distributions for different cases are simulated under the selected gap of 0.5 mm at the two sides in order to avoid the 
modification of their resonant frequencies as shown in Fig. 6 (a), Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 6 (c), respectively. Table 1 lists the Comparaison of 
the predicted spurious resonant frequencies against simulated ones, and a good agreement can be observed. 

Fig. 7 depicts the simulated frequency response of the proposed resonator for the first case under different length of LB(θB), LD(θD)

and LE(θE). It can be clearly verified from Fig. 7 (a), that by increasing LE and decreasing LD simultaneously, even-mode frequencies at 
fsp even 1, fsp even 2 and fsp even 3 are shifted, whereas the odd-mode fsp odd 1 keep unchanged. On the other hand, when LB is changed, both 
even and odd-mode frequencies are affected as shown in Fig. 7 (b). Hence, those results demonstrate the even-odd mode analysis study 
discussed above. 

1.4. Admittance slope parameter of the OSL-TSIR resonator 

To establish the resonance features of any resonator it is appropriable to specify its slop parameter and its resonant frequency [21]. 
For the OSL-TSIR considered in this paper, the admittance slope parameter can be expressed as in the following equation (9): 

br =
YB

2
X.Y + x.y

(y)2 (9)  

Where, the coefficients X, Y, x, y, A, B, C, D, A′ , B′ , C′ , D′ and E′ are derived as in (9.a)-(9.n): 

X =REA tan θD(
2δθD

cos θD
2 +A tan θD)+ τRDA(θB sec θB

2 tan θC + θC sec θC
2 tan θB)+BRDA tan θB tan θC

+ εRDA(θB sec θB
2 tan θA + θA sec θA

2 tan θB)+CRDA tan θB tan θA +RDARAB(ρθD sec θD
2 +D tan θD) − ERABRDA

(9.a)  

Y = tan θD(αREA tan θD + βRAB
2)+RDA tan θB(σ tan θC + μ tan θA) + RABRDA(2 tan θB + 3RAB tan θA + 2RAB tan θC) (9.b)  

x = REA tan θD(
2REAαθD

cos θD
2 + A’tan θD) + σRDA(θB sec θB

2 tan θC + θC sec θC
2 tan θB) + B’RDA tan θB tan θC + μRDA(θB tan θA

sec θB
2 + θA sec θA

2 tan θB) + C’RDA tan θB tan θA + βRAB
2θD sec θD

2 + D’RAB
2 tan θD + E’RABRDA

(9.c)  

y= tan θD(δREA tan θD + ρRABRDA)+RDA tan θB(τ tan θC + ε tan θA)+RABRDA(1 − 2 tan θA tan θC − tan θA
2) (9.d)  

A = 2θA sec θA
2(RAB tan θA + RAB tan θC + tan θB − 2 tan θA tan θB tan θC + RAB

2 tan θB − RAB tan θA tan θB
2 − RAB tan θB

2 tan θC)

+2θC sec θC
2(RAB tan θA + RAB

2 tan θB − tan θA
2 tan θB) + 2θB sec θB

2(RAB tan θB + RAB
2 tan θC + tan θA − tan θC tan θA

2+

RAB
2 tan θA − RAB tan θA

2 tan θB − 2RAB tan θA tan θB tan θC − 2RAB tan θA tan θB
2)

(9.e)  

B = ((θA sec θA
2 tan θD + θD sec θD

2 tan θA)((RDA + REA)(2(RDA
2 + 1)− RAB tan θA tan θB)) − tan θA tan θD(RAB(RDA + REA)(θA

tan θB sec θA
2 + θB sec θB

2 tan θA)) + 2RAB(2RDAθA sec θA
2 tan θA + θA sec θA

2 tan θB + θB sec θB
2 tan θA) + RAB(RDA + REA)

(θD sec θD
2 tan θB + θB sec θB

2 tan θD)

(9.f) 

Fig. 7. Effect of LB, LD and LE on the splitting of even-odd mode resonant frequencies.  
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C = 2(θA sec θA
2 tan θD + θD sec θD

2 tan θA + RABθB sec θB
2 tan θD + RABθD sec θD

2 tan θB)(RDA + REA) + RDARAB(θB tan θA
sec θB

2 + θA sec θA
2 tan θB)

(9.g)  

D=(RDA +REA)(θC sec θC
2 tan θA

2 + 2θA sec θA
2 tan θA tan θc − θC sec θC

2 − 2θA sec θA
2 − 2RABθB sec θB

2) − REAθD sec θD
2 (9.h)  

E= 2(θC sec θC
2 tan θA + θA sec θA

2 tan θC − θA sec θA
2 tan θA) (9.i)  

A′

= θA sec θA
2(2 tan θB

2 + 4RAB tan θC tan θB − 4 tan θA tan θB
2 tan θC + 4RAB tan θA tan θB − 3RAB

2) + 2 tan θA tan θB(2θB
sec θB

2 + 2RABθC sec θC
2 − θC sec θC

2 tan θA tan θB − 2θB sec θB
2 tan θA tan θC) + 2θB sec θB

2(2RAB tan θA tan θC − RAB+

RAB tan θA
2) − 2RAB

2θC sec θC
2

(9.j)  

B′

= θD sec θD
2(2(RDA + REA)(tan θA tan θB− RAB + RAB tan θA

2)) + θA sec θA
2(2(RDA + REA)tan θD tan θB + 4RAB tan θD tan θA

(RDA + REA) + 4RAB(RDA tan θB tan θA − 1)) + θB sec θB
2(2(RDA + REA)tan θD tan θA + 2RABRDA tan θA

2)
(9.k)  

C
′

= 2θD sec θD
2((RDA +REA)(tan θB tan θA − 2RAB))+ 2 tan θD(RDA +REA)(θA sec θA

2 tan θB − θB sec θB
2 tan θA) − 2(θB sec θB

2

+RABθA sec θA
2))

(9.l)  

D′

= − 2RDA(θA sec θA
2 tan θc + θC sec θC

2 tan θA)(RDA +REA) (9.m)  

E′

= 2θB sec θB
2 + 2RABθC sec θC

2 + 3RABθA sec θA
2 (9.n)  

2. Design procedure of the proposed dual-band TPC-OSL-TSIR bandpass filter 

2.1. Equivalent circuit and design theory 

Fig. 8 (a) displays the ideal electrical circuit of the proposed third -order dual bandpass filter which is basically composed of cascade 
parallel coupled three-lines sections and the OSL-TSIR resonator analysed in above sections. 

As shown in Fig. 8 (b), and by imposing some conditions at terminal voltages and currents Vi=1,2,…,6 and Ij=1,2,…,6 , respectively, 
there are two possible types of parallel three coupled-lines; type-SC where ports 1 and 3 are connected to each other as input port 
(Ve, Ie) whereas port 4 is set as output port (Vs, Is) and type-CS where port 2 is considered to be the input port, while ports 4 and 6 are 
allocated as output port. Accordingly, the ABCD matrices of the equivalent two-port network can be derived from Refs. [22,23] as in 
the equations (10) and (11): 

Fig. 8. (a) Ideal electrical circuit of the proposed filter. (b) Schematic of the applied sandwich coupled lines of type SC and CS.  
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[ABCD]SC = [
a cos (θB) jb
jc sin (θB) d cos (θB)

] (10)  

[ABCD]CS = [
d cos (θB) jb
jc sin (θB) a cos (θB)

] (11)  

where, 

a=
Zem + Zom

η1Zem − η2Zom  

b=
(η1Zem − η2Zom)

2
− (η1

2Zem
2 + η2

2Zom
2 + η1ZemZom + η2ZemZom)cos θB

(η1Zem − η2Zom)sin θB  

c=
1

η1Zem − η2Zom  

d =
η1

2Zem + η2
2Zom

η1Zem − η2Zom  

η1η2 = − 2, Zem =
Zee

2 + η1
2,Zom =

Zoo

2 + η2
2 

By following the approximation applied in Ref. [18] to create the equivalence between the coupled stages in Fig. 8 (b) and the 
equivalent J-inverter circuits shown in Fig. 9 (a,b), the generalized even- and odd-mode characteristic impedances expressions for each 
coupled-line section with arbitrary length can be determined as in (12) and (13): 

η1Zem =
Z0

2
(JZ0)

2
+ (JZ0)csc θB + 1

1 − (JZ0)
2cot θB

(12)  

η2Zom =
Z0

2
(JZ0)

2
− (JZ0)csc θB + 1

1 − (JZ0)
2cot θB

(13) 

Once the equivalence between the coupled stage and the J-inverter circuit is obtained, the third-order three-line bandpass filter in 
Fig. 8 (a) can be further approximated by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 9 (c). Thus, the admittance inverter parameter values jj,j+1 

can be derived by the formulas expressed in Refs. [24,25]. 

3. Results and discussion 

With the help of the derived formulas and to demonstrate their validity, a third order Chebyshev dual-band parallel three coupled 

Fig. 9. Equivalent J-inverter circuit of Three coupled lines section. (b) Approximated J-inverter. (c) Equivalent circuit of the whole proposed dual- 
band BPF. 
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line OSL-TSIR bandpass filter with 0.5 dB passband ripple level was designed. The filter was implemented on Roger’s RT/Duriod 5880 
substrate having a relative permittivity of 2.2, a dielectric loss tangent of 9.10− 4 , a copper thickness of 17.10− 3 mm and substrate 
thickness of 0.508 mm in microstrip technology.The layout of the designed filter with an overall size of 27 mm × 18 mm is shown in 
Fig. 10 (a). Fig. 10 (b) depicts the electric-field distribution on the surface at the two center frequencies, the stronger coupling effect is 
presented by red color, whereas the feeble one is indicated by blue color. As it can be seen, the maximum of the current at the first 
passband is observed around the open-ended stepped impedance resonator, while the surface current at the second passband is strong 

Fig. 10. (a) Layout of the proposed third-order parallel three coupled lines dual BPF using OSL-TSIR and (b) its E-field distribution at the two 
passband frequencies. 

Fig. 11. Simulated results of the designed dual-wideband bandpass filter.  

Fig. 12. (a) Conventional parallel coupled bandpass filter. (b) Conventional parallel coupled three lines bandpass filter-type 1. (c) Modified parallel 
coupled three lines bandpass filter-type type 2. 
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at the whole OSL-TSIR, which justify the use of the proposed multimode resonator and his effect on the construction of a multi-band 
response. 

The simulated filtering performances are exhibited in Fig. 11. As can be observed, the center frequency of the spurious passband is 
located at 2.45 f0 and then two passbands are achieved at 5.15/12.58 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 19% and 5.7%, respectively. 
The minimum in-band insertion loss in the two passbands is found to be lower than 0.071 dB and 0.276 dB, while the return loss is 
better than 19.335 dB and 16.21 dB. Three transmission zeros at 4.246, 6.673 and 16.34 GHz are created, which improve the 
selectivity of the proposed BPF. The rejection level in the lower/upper stopband is better than 49.197 dB/41.814 dB, respectively, 
which led to get a verry good band-to-band isolations between the two passbands. 

A comparative study between the proposed parallel bandpass filter and the existing ones in Fig. 12(a–c) is shown in Table 2. It 
obvious from the simulated results in Fig. 13 (a,b) that by the use of parallel three coupled lines instead of the two coupled sections 
provide an effective method to enlarging the gap size (from 0.0534 mm to 0.12 mm), and then the problem of limited fractional 
bandwidth (<10%) and hight fabrication cost can be solved. 

On the other hand, the proposed BPF present a high skirt selectivity, low insertion loss and hight return loss in compared with the 

Table 2 
Advantages of the proposed parallel coupled BPF compared with conventional ones.  

Filter type Input/output Gap size 
(mm) 

IL (dB) at 
f0 

RL (dB) at 
f0 

Spurious 
frequency 

TZs size (mm2) 

Conventional parallel coupled BPF 0.0534 0.105 27.7 ≈ 2f0 0 46 × 6.4 
Conventional parallel coupled three lines BPF of 

type1 
0.203 0.209 13.492 ≈ 2f0 0 56.1 × 3.4 

Modified parallel coupled three lines BPF of type 2 0.203 0.1 17.4 ≈ 2f0 2 45.78 ×
12.8 

Proposed filter with OSL-TSIR 0.12 0.022 34.005 ≈ 2.45f0 3 27 × 18  

Fig. 13. Comparaison of (a) simulated S21 and (b) simulated S11 filtering performance of proposed filter with other parallel coupled line.  
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conventional three-edge coupled lines filter of type1 and miniaturized size of 17.06% as compared with the modified parallel coupled 
three lines BPF of type 2. Furthermore, the introduced OSL-TSIR resonator can be controlled to improve the spurious center frequency, 
which is pushed from 2 f0 to 2.45 f0. 

Table 3 shows the performance comparison of recently reported dual-band BPFs and the proposed one. Distinctly, the proposed 
dual-band BPF has the advantages of high return loss, low insertion loss, excellent band-in-band isolation, high selectivity, wider 
relative bandwidth and compact size. 

4. Conclusion 

This work has presented a complete study of a novel dual-wideband bandpass filter based on parallel three coupled lines and a 
modified multi-mode resonator, which is consist of stepped impedance resonator with three loaded open stubs in the middle. The 
resonator has been analytically analysed by employing even-odd-mode technique, and spurious harmonics can be controlled by 
adjusting electrical length and impedance ratios. For a proof-of -concept, a third order Chebyshev dual-band parallel three coupled line 
OSL-TSIR bandpass filter for 5G-wifi/Ku-band applications was designed. The reported performance provides a low insertion loss, 
hight return loss, hight band-to-band isolation and selectivity and compact size. 
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